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Superconductivity in carbon materials

Graphite Intercalation Compounds
(Electron doping from intercalants) 

S. Heguri et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 114, 247201 (2015)

the onset temperature of the superconducting transition
(TC

onset). The diamagnetic signal increased gradually
below TC

onset. The superconducting shielding fraction
was estimated to be 55% at the lowest temperature in
the present measurements. As the magnetic field increased,
TC

onset shifted to lower temperatures and the superconduct-
ing transition became broader. These observations under
ambient pressure unambiguously show the intrinsic bulk
superconductivity. From anisotropic Ginzburg-Landau
theory, the upper critical field parallel to the ab plane,
Hc2

∥ðTÞ, can be estimated by using Hc2
∥ðTÞ ¼

ϕ0=½2πξ∥ðTÞξ⊥ðTÞ% ¼ ϕ0=½2πξ∥ð0Þξ⊥ð0Þf1-ðT=TCÞ2g%,
where ϕ0 denotes the quantum magnetic flux and ξ⊥ðTÞ
and ξ∥ðTÞ are the coherence length perpendicular and
parallel to the ab plane, respectively. From the 1-ðT=TCÞ2
fitting shown in the inset of Fig. 3, the upper critical field,
Hc2

∥ð0Þ, for the type-2 superconductor was estimated
to be 11.7 Oe by extrapolating the fitting curve to the
T ¼ 0 K limit. Thus, ξð0Þ was estimated to be 5300 Å,
assuming ξ∥ð0Þ ¼ ξ⊥ð0Þ. Both values are similar to those
for KC8 [24].
Figure 4 shows the behavior of TC as a function of d for

GICs, including BaC6. TC drastically decreased with an
increase in d. TC plots for MC6 (M ¼ Ca, Sr and Ba)
follow a trend similar to those of XC8 (X ¼ K and Rb),
suggesting that the superconducting mechanism of
GICs can be interpreted systematically regardless of the
valence charge (Z) of intercalant ion. Many advanced DFT
calculations were proposed in order to explain the mecha-
nism of superconductivity in GICs and their TC values for
various intercalants in the framework of the conventional
phonon mediated electron paring mechanism [20,21].
Calandra and Mauri have proposed that BaC6 has a

2D-like Fermi surface and CaC6 has a three dimensional
(3D) like surface [20]. They predicted that TC of BaC6

was estimated to be 0.23 K, which is 1 order of magnitude
larger than our experimental value, and that the electronic
density of states at the Fermi level for BaC6 is similar to
that for CaC6. Actually, as for BaC6, the large d prevents
an interlayer band shift near the Fermi surface and
suppresses the electron-phonon interactions. Thus, the
superconductivity of BaC6 appears at a quite low temper-
ature compared to that of CaC6.
It is still difficult to explain the difference between alkali

and the alkaline earth metal series. Our results suggest that
some other factors are still important for a full under-
standing of the mechanism of GIC superconductors.
Takada proposed a unified model for the superconductivity
in GICs using the pertinent gap equation on the basis of
first principles calculations [27,28]. In this model, there are
three important controlling parameters for determination of
TC in superconducting GICs with the chemical formula
NCx with x ¼ 2, 6, and 8 (N ¼ alkali or alkaline earth
metals). The first is the Z, the second is the atomic mass
(NM) of the intercalant ion, and the third is the effective
mass (m&) of the itinerant electrons in the interlayer state.
Electrons are transferred from intercalants to the graphite
bands with 2D characters or to the nearly isotropic 3D
bands composed of orbitals from the intercalants and the
graphite interlayer states. The fractional factor f between
2D and 3D electrons is defined as the branching ratio Zf:
Zð1-fÞ in the proposed model. The 3D electrons feel a large
electric field of the polarization wave derived from the
oscillations of positively charged intercalant ions MZþ and
negatively charged carbon ions C−fZ=x. Both out-of-phase
optic and in-phase acoustic phonons can provide strong
phonon mediated attractive interactions. The electrons on
the 2D Fermi surface screen the polar coupling, causing
a decrease in TC with an increase in f [28], whereas
intercalant atoms with a large Z cause a decrease in f. In
fact, TC for CaC6 can be well reproduced withm& ¼ 2.8me
and f ¼ 0.16, where me is the mass of a free electron.
On the other hand, TC for KC8 can be described using
m& ¼ me and f ¼ 0.6, indicating that the dimensionality of
the Fermi surface is a very crucial parameter. TC for BaC6

have not been presented.
It is noted that other intriguing results about phonons in

GICs were reported by Raman spectroscopy [29], inelastic
x-ray scattering study [30], and first-principles calculation
[31]. Our results give further information for understanding
previous reports. Our experimental findings provide not
only the last missing piece, but also a deep insight of the
mechanism of GIC superconductors.
In summary, superconductivity in BaC6 with TC of

65 mK was successfully detected for the first time,
and these essential data give a complete picture of GIC
superconductors. A relationship between TC and d is now
perfectly clarified, from which a systematic and clear

FIG. 4 (color online). TC vs d for two types of GICs: MC6

(M ¼ Ca, [7,8] Sr, [13] Ba, and Yb [7], solid red circle) and XC8

(X ¼ K [24,25] and Rb [26], solid blue rhombus) from HOPG.
Open green triangles are the values reported by Hannay et al.
[11]. The line is a guide for the eye.
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Superconductivity in B-doped carbon

J. Haruyama et al., J. Supercond. Nov. Magn. 24, 111 (2011)
S. Mandal et al., Nanotechnology 21, 195303 (2010)

B-doped carbon nanotubes B-doped diamond
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Fig. 9 (a), (b) Pressure
dependence of normalized
magnetization vs. temperature
relationships of sample shown
in Fig. 7(b) (B-Buckypaper) at
P ≤ 20 MPa (a) and
P ≥ 20 MPa in ZFC regime. (c)
Identical to (a) but with y-axis
in arbitrary units. (d) Pressure
dependence of Tc

consistent with Fig. 7(a), which indicated the presence of
many ropes of B-SWNTs that produce strong graphitic dia-
magnetism.

Meissner diamagnetism and graphite-originated diamag-
netism were identified from measurements of MN –H char-
acteristics following Sect. 2.1. In the Meissner diamag-
netism, the magnitude of diamagnetism at each tempera-
ture increases with an increase in H , while it decreases
above a critical H value of ∼100 Oe (lower Hc; Hc1)
and becomes zero at an H value of ∼1000 Oe (upper Hc;
Hc2). We could confirm a mostly linear relationship for Hc2
vs. T and estimate a superconducting coherence length of
∼10 nm from the slope value, which is within a reason-
able value compared with other carbon-based superconduc-
tors. Moreover, hysteresis in the MN –H curves could be ob-
served on an increase and decrease in H . In contrast, in the
graphite-originated diamagnetism, the magnitude of the dia-
magnetism also increases with an increase in H . However, it
does not decrease even at very high H values, e.g., as large
as ∼10,000 Oe. Moreover, this diamagnetism appeared at
high temperatures (even from T = ∼50 K), very gradually.
This is very different from the Meissner effect.

Figure 9 shows the MN –T relationships for the sam-
ple shown in Fig. 7(b) (B-doped Buckypaper with NB ∼
1.5 at.%) at P ≤ 20 MPa (Fig. 9(a)) and P ≥ 20 MPa
(Fig. 9(b)) at H = 100 Oe in the ZFC regime. At P = 0,
Tc is evident at T =∼ 8 K in Figs. 9(a) and (c). Meissner
diamagnetism at Tc ≤ 8 K and graphitic diamagnetism at

Tc ≥ 8 K could be identified from the MN –H relationships,
as in the case of Fig. 8.

In contradiction to Fig. 8, as P increases, Tc shifts to
higher temperatures over two times (i.e., Tc is 8 K at 0 Pa,
12 K at 10 MPa, and 19 K at 20 MPa). This behavior of Tc
is well apparent in Fig. 9(c), which was identical to Fig. 9(a)
but has the y-axis in arbitrary units. In contrast, as can be
seen in Fig. 9(b), as P exceeds 20 MPa, MN increases al-
most over the entire temperature region, and the value of Tc
becomes unclear (i.e., possibly Tc = 10 K at 30 MPa and
8 K at 40 MPa). The overall Tc–P relationship is shown
in Fig. 9(d). These behaviors are very different from those
shown in Fig. 8 and suggest that the pressure dependence of
the Meissner effect is highly sensitive to the structure of the
B-SWNT assembly.

Moreover, Fig. 9 shows that graphitic diamagnetism ap-
pearing above Tc does not become stronger with an increase
in P ; in contradiction to Fig. 8. This behavior is consistent
with the absence of the B-SWNT ropes in the B-Bucky-
paper as shown in Fig. 7(b). Furthermore, the MN –T be-
havior observed with increasing P in Figs. 9(a) and (b)
is analogous to that observed in type II SC with increas-
ing H . This indicates a possibility of SC regions in the
B-Buckypaper being compressed and becoming thin under
applied pressure, because the aforementioned behavior can
be observed when magnetic flux partially penetrates the su-
perconductor as H is increased.

Here, we discuss the following two causes for the differ-
ence in the behavior of Tc with an increase in P(as shown

Can be superconductors when substitutionally boron doped
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Fig. 7 (a) Top-view FESEM images of the conventional B-SWNT
thin film fabricated by the conditions following our previous method
(Sect. 2.1). It consists of ropes of SWNTs. (b) Top-view FESEM im-
ages of the present novel B-SWNT thin film (B-Buckypaper) fabri-
cated using SWNTs sufficiently dissolved by strong ultrasonication.
Ropes are unobservable

2.2 Pressure-Induced Superconductivity at 19 K in
Boron-Doped Buckypapers

2.2.1 Sample Preparation and Identification of the Film
Structures

Conventional thin film samples of B-SWNTs shown in
Sect. 2.1 and the present B-Buckypaper were prepared by
solubilizing the B-SWNTs in dichloroethane solution with
densities of 0.5–1 mg/mL and 3–5 mg/mL by centrifugation
at 5000 rpm for 1 day and 10,000 rpm for 2 days (Tomy;
low-speed centrifuge) and ultrasonification (As One, US
cleaner) for 2 days and 5 days, respectively. Then, the so-
lutions were spin coated at 500 rpm on a Si substrate.

Figure 7(a) shows the top-view field-emission scanning
electron microscope (FESEM) image of the B-SWNTs thin
films shown in Sect. 2.1. Although we tried to fabricate uni-
form thin films with dissolving ropes under the previous
conditions, Fig. 7(a) reveals that the film still consists of thin
ropes of as-grown B-SWNTs with ∼10 nm diameter.

On the other hand, Fig. 7(b) shows the FESEM image
of the present novel thin film consisting of B-SWNTs as-

Fig. 8 Pressure dependence of normalized magnetization vs. tem-
perature relationships for sample shown in Fig. 7(a) (conventional
B-SWNT film) in ZFC regime

sembled densely after very strong centrifuging and ultra-
sonication of the SWNT solution. This figure clearly shows
the absence of thick B-SWNT ropes (bundles) in the film
and indicates that the film is sufficiently solubilized into
ensembles of individual B-SWNTs. The fabrication con-
ditions are harsher than those used for obtaining the film
shown in Fig. 7(a). The film shown in Fig. 7(b) resembles a
pseudo two-dimensional network of B-SWNTs deposited in
the form of paper fibers. Such an SWNT network is known
as a Buckypaper [26].

2.2.2 Measurements of Pressure Dependence
of Magnetization and Raman Spectrum

We carried out magnetization measurements on the sam-
ples using a superconducting quantum interference de-
vice (Quantum Design, MPMS) and by embedding the
samples in an oil-filled cell for applying pressure. Figure 8
shows the normalized magnetization (MN = M(T ) −
M(T = 30 K)) of the sample shown in Fig. 7(a) as a func-
tion of temperature (T ) and pressure (P ) (NB ∼ 1.5 at.%) at
a magnetic field (H) of 100 Oe in the ZFC regime. We could
observe an apparent Tc at ∼8 K and P = 0. We have con-
firmed that diamagnetism observed below Tc is attributed
to Meissner diamagnetism for type II SC on the basis of
the magnetic field dependence of MN (MN –H relationship)
at each temperature following Sect. 2.1, while the diamag-
netism above Tc that appears gradually from high tempera-
tures is due to the graphitic structure of the B-SWNT ropes,
as also explained in Sect. 2.1. Figure 8 indicates that the Tc
value does not change even at P values as high as 3000 MPa.
As P increases further, graphitic diamagnetism becomes
well pronounced, and then Tc corresponding to Meissner
diamagnetism is no longer apparent. This tendency is also



New amorphous carbon: Q-carbon

J. Narayan and A. Bhaumik, J. Appl. Phys. 118, 215303 (2015)

where (dP/dT)Tr¼DHm/(TrDV), where DV is the change in
volume from super undercooled carbon into diamond.3

Formation of quenched-in (Q) carbon and diamond

The super undercooled carbon layer is formed near the
film-substrate interface, which can break into a cellular (fila-
mentary) structure upon quenching leading to formation of a
new state of carbon. The formation of a cellular structure
results from interfacial instability at the solid-liquid inter-
face, driven by either by solute segregation or strain.18

Figure 2(a) shows a cellular structure (SEM micrograph) of
Q-carbon filaments (200–500 nm across) formed after laser
irradiation with 0.5 J cm"2 pulse of the ArF laser. A similar
microstructure of filaments was observed in the outer regions
of 0.6 J cm"2 pulse. This new state quenched from super
undercooled carbon, referred as Q-carbon hereafter, has a
matrix of mostly sp3 bonded (>75%) amorphous carbon in
which nanocrystallites of diamond are embedded as shown
later. As measured by the AFM step shrinkage, the Q-carbon
is considerably denser having shorter C-C bond length than
amorphous carbon. The number density of diamond nano-
crystallites depends upon the time available for crystal
growth before quenching. Figure 2(b) illustrates the growth
of microdiamonds from the Q-carbon filament, which
contained nanodiamond nuclei. Areas in the middle of the
0.6 J cm"2 laser irradiated sample contained a high
density of nanodiamonds (10–20 nm) and microdiamonds
(500–600 nm), as shown in Figure 2(c), and mostly microdia-
monds, in Figure 2(d), in certain areas. Thus a direct conver-
sion of carbon into diamond is accomplished by quenching
of super undercooled carbon into Q-carbon from which
nanodiamonds and microdiamonds can be formed.

When the filaments of Q-carbon are irradiated with a
second laser pulse at 0.6 J cm"2, we find interesting details
about diamond nucleation and growth. Figure 3(a) shows
that Q-carbon filaments turn into microdiamond (average
size 250 nm) through the growth of nanodiamonds, some of

which preexisted during irradiation with the first pulse. At a
higher magnification, we see the details of nanodiamond for-
mation by homogeneous nucleation between the filament
and formation of nanodiamonds by a heterogeneous nuclea-
tion (shown by arrows in Figure 3(b)) on microdiamonds,
which were formed after the first pulse. The formation of
nanodiamonds (size, 10–20 nm) formed by homogeneous
nucleation in between the filaments is shown in Figure 3(c).
After the second pulse, it is interesting to note that only
Q-carbon and rest of the amorphous carbon melt, while exist-
ing microdiamonds do not melt and provide sites for second-
ary nucleation in the form of nanodots and nanorods (as
shown in Figure 3(d)). Here it is clearly shown that diamond
melting point is much higher exceeding 5000 K and thus can
provide secondary diamond nucleation at a lower tempera-
ture around 4000 K. Figure 4(a) shows the formation of
microdiamonds, where almost all the Q-carbon is converted
into diamond. Figure 4(b) shows a complete conversion of
amorphous Q-carbon into a string of microdiamonds. In
addition, there are some large areas of Q-carbon in Figure
4(b) that have some diamonds embedded into it but not con-
verted completely into microdiamond. Figure 4(c) shows a
triple point of Q-carbon filaments, where the nucleation of
diamond is illustrated. The triple points were found to
provide easier nucleation sites. After the second pulse, the
heterogeneous nucleation of nanodiamonds on existing
microdiamonds is clearly shown in Figure 4(d). Stepped and
high-index surfaces provide more nucleation site, while the
flat surfaces provide less favorable sites. Figure 5(a) shows
the formation of nanodiamonds and microdiamonds, which
nucleate from the super undercooled region at 0.6 J cm"2.
This nucleation and growth can be optimized to cover the
entire region with microdiamonds as shown in Figure 5(b).
Fig. 5(c) shows the formation of a large-area single-crystal
diamond thin film when epitaxial (0001) sapphire or Cu/TiN/
Si(100) heterostructures were provided as growth tem-
plate.2,3 This also shows the path for integrating diamond

FIG. 2. Formation of Q-carbon and
nano- and microdiamonds after one
laser pulse: (a) SEM micrograph show-
ing Q-carbon after single laser pulse of
ArF laser (wavelength 193 nm, pulse
duration 20 ns) at 0.5 J cm"2 or outer
regions of 0.6 J cm"2; (b) formation of
microdiamonds from the filaments to-
ward the edge of 0.6 J cm"2 sample; (c)
nano- and microdiamonds in the middle
of 0.6 J cm"2 sample; and (d) only
microdiamonds covering the entire area
in certain regions of 0.6 J cm"2 sample.

215303-4 J. Narayan and A. Bhaumik J. Appl. Phys. 118, 215303 (2015)

Scanning electron microscopy image

New form of amorphous carbon with 75-85 % of sp3-hybridized 
carbon atoms



Superconductivity in B-doped Q-carbon

A. Bhaumik, et al., ACS Nano 11, 5351 (2017).
A. Bhaumik and J. Narayan, Nanoscale (2019)

• Tc of 36 (55) K when 17 (27) % boron doped
• Higher than Tc of B-doped diamond (11 K) or nanotubes (19 K)
• Highest Tc in carbon materials

Temperature dependence of resistivity 

rower transition than their polycrystalline or amorphous
counterparts. Therefore, the transition width in B-doped
Q-carbon is influenced by its amorphous nature. Fig. 2(d)
depicts the critical fluctuations in the B-doped Q-carbon thin
films. The figure indicates the presence of a mean-field region
(n = −1 and −0.5) and a critical region (n = −0.2). The critical
fluctuations explicitly explain the curvature of the resistivity
plot near Tc.33 In the mean-field region the reduced conduc-
tivity (σ′ = Δσ/σ0) is expressed using the Aslamazov–Larkin

equation:
Δσ
σ0

¼ ðAT ′Þn,34 where σ0 is the conductivity at 300 K,

Δσ is the difference between room temperature conductivity
and conductivity at a particular temperature, A is the tempera-
ture independent constant, n is the critical exponent (n = −0.5
and −1.0 for 3D and 2D critical fluctuations, respectively), and
T′ is the reduced temperature calculated using the relation:

T ′ ¼ T
Tc

$ 1
! "

. The critical fluctuations occur extremely close

to Tc and the dimensionality of the fluctuations (2D or 3D) is
an important superconducting parameter. A close observation

also indicates that the mean field region starts from 59.9 K
which is also the Tc on state for the B-doped Q-carbon thin
films. There is a transition from the 2D to 3D nature of critical
fluctuations near Tc in the superconducting thin films. The 2D
to 3D crossover is observed at T/Tc = 1.02 as compared to
T/Tc = 1.11 in other high-temperature superconductors.33 With
decreasing temperatures, the 3D fluctuations are therefore pre-
dominant in B-doped Q-carbon. A similar nature of 3D fluctu-
ations is also seen in other high-temperature superconductors:
YBCO and LSCO.33 The critical fluctuation measurements also
indicate that the Tc off condition occurs at 55.6 K which is
extremely close to the previously calculated value of Tc off.
Below the mean field region, the critical region starts, indicat-
ing the onset of the zero-resistivity condition. The presence of
these critical fluctuations shows moderate to strong electron–
phonon coupling in the superconducting state.

C. Magnetic flux creep

Fig. 3 depicts the isomagnetic time-dependent magnetic
moment measurements in B-doped Q-carbon thin films at

Fig. 2 Electrical characteristics of B-doped Q-carbon thin films. (a) Resistance vs. temperature plots in different magnetic fields with the inset
showing the upper critical field vs. temperature plot, (b) resistance vs. temperature plot at B = 0 T showing the Tc on and Tc off states, (c) first deriva-
tive plot showing the transition width as 2.9 K, and (d) critical fluctuation measurements showing 2D to 3D crossover at T/Tc = 1.02.
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Magnetic properties of Q-carbon

J. Narayan and A. Bhaumik, J. Appl. Phys. 118, 215303 (2015)

high-index facets unlike low index facets produced during
CVD processes. The high-index facets have been shown to
be catalytically more and provide nucleation sites for
subsequent diamond growth. The Raman spectrum, shown
in Fig. 11(b), contains characteristic diamond peak at
1335 cm!1 and HDPE peak at 1464 cm!1 after the laser
treatment. The Raman spectrum from as-deposited amor-
phous diamondlike carbon films contains a broad peak
around 1350 cm!1 from which sp3 was extracted to be 45%.

Ferromagnetism in Q-carbon

The Q-carbon samples with sapphire substrates were
investigated for ferromagnetic properties by using the
PPMS. The results showed RTFM in Q-carbon as shown in
Figure 12, where the M vs. H curve has finite coercivity
("150 Oe) at room temperature. It is interesting to note that
saturation magnetization in the M-H plots decreases only
slightly with temperature, and coercivity increases only
slightly from "150 Oe at 300 K to "200 Oe at 10 K. The sat-
uration magnetization Ms(T) is given by Ms(T)¼Ms(0) tanh
[(Ms(T)/Ms(0))/(T/Tc)], where Ms(0) is saturation magnetiza-
tion at 0 K and Tc is Curie temperature. Using this equation,
a decrease by 10% in Ms(T) at 300 K gives a rough estimate
for the Curie temperature of Q-carbon about 500 K. From the
saturation magnetization value of 20 emu g!1, the magnetic
moment in the Q-phase is estimated to be 0.4 lB (Bohr mag-
neton) per atom. Controlled samples with only diamond,
diamond-like carbon, and sapphire substrate showed only
diamagnetism, which was subtracted in the plot as shown in
Figure 12. The magnetic force microscopy measurements (in
the inset) from a triple point show a granular (about 50 nm
diameter) magnetic contrast in the Q-carbon and a dark con-
trast from diamagnetic diamond. The granular features
reflect the distribution of sp3 and sp2 bonded carbon, where
the amorphous grains have mostly sp3 with sp2 bonded

carbon at the boundaries. The diamond nucleates preferen-
tially at the triple points of Q-carbon. The magnetic contrast
from MFM was compared carefully with EFM contrast to
distinguish it from electrostatic field contrast from the sur-
face. The origin of magnetism may be related to unpaired
spins generated by mixing of sp3 and sp2 bonding in the Q-
carbon. This is the first direct evidence for bulk intrinsic fer-
romagnetism in carbon without the presence of hydrogen or
any other impurities. Ferromagnetism in carbon has been
observed near the surface in proton and carbon ion irradiated
HOPG, where its origin was linked to p-electrons and
hydrogen-defect complexes.21 Ferromagnetism has been pre-
dicted theoretically22 in bulk carbon containing 50% sp2 and
50% sp3 hybridized carbon. The structure of this ferromag-
netic phase is predicted to be rhombic type (a¼ 0.2608 nm,
b¼ 0.3961 nm, c¼ 0.5289 nm with a¼ b¼ c¼ 90$), which
is intermediate between the graphite and diamond structure
with mass density of 2.9 g cm!3. However, in our experi-
ments, amorphous carbon with 50% sp2 and 50% sp3 is
found to be diamagnetic. This amorphous carbon turns mag-
netic only when it is melted under super undercooled state
and quenched to form Q-carbon. Experimentally, ferromag-
netism has been also observed23 in polymerized state of
rhombohedral C60, where ferromagnetic order results from
unpaired spins with magnetic moment estimated as 0.4 lB

per atom in agreement with our value. It should be pointed
out that no ferromagnetism was observed in pristine fuller-
ene or depolymerized C60 samples. It has been observed that
under high pressures ("17 GPa) and ambient temperatures,24

about 50% of p bonds in graphite convert into r bonds. It
would be interesting to see if the unpaired electrons associ-
ated with p bonds lead to ferromagnetic order under high
pressures where mass density is higher.

Enhanced field emission, electrical conductivity, and
hardness of Q-carbon

Surface potential measurements were carried out to
assess the field emission characteristics of the Q-carbon
phase. The surface potential measurements were carried out
using KPFM on the Q-carbon filaments, which were embed-
ded into diamond-like carbon. The results shown in Fig. 13
show a lower surface potential compared to diamond-like
carbon up to 40 meV, indicating higher field emission poten-
tial compared to diamond-like carbon, which already has
higher field emission properties. It is interesting to note that
surface potential decrease at nanodiamonds, which are em-
bedded into the Q-carbon filaments, is lower than Q-carbon
values. These results on KPFM surface potential measure-
ments are consistent with secondary electron emission con-
trast in the SEM images, showing significantly enhanced
contrast for the Q-carbon filaments. The shrinkage at the
Q-carbon filaments was found to be about 35–40 nm, indicat-
ing that the mass density of Q-carbon is considerably higher
and C-C bond length shorter than that of as-deposited amor-
phous carbon.

The resistivity of diamond-like carbon films was meas-
ured before and after the laser treatment, where there are em-
bedded filaments. Preliminary results showed a significant

FIG. 12. Bulk ferromagnetism in carbon: M-H curves at different tempera-
tures from sample containing Q-carbon filaments with a higher magnifica-
tion inset at 100 K. The insets also show diamagnetic behavior before the
laser treatment and MFM measurements from a triple point with a granular
(about 50 nm diameter amorphous sp3 carbon) magnetic contrast in the
Q-carbon and a dark contrast from diamagnetic crystalline diamond.

215303-9 J. Narayan and A. Bhaumik J. Appl. Phys. 118, 215303 (2015)

Ferromagnetism (0.4 μB/atom) at room temperature unusual in 
carbon materials



Purpose of research

Understand interesting physical properties of Q-carbon 
(with unknown amorphous structure)

Investigate magnetism and 
superconductivity in amorphous carbon



Realspace pseudopotential DFT code PARSEC

PARSEC electronic structure code 
 
 

THEORY 

5 

- Solves Kohn-Sham equation in real-
space without an explicit basis 

- Norm-conserving pseudopotentials 

THEORY: NANOSTRUCTURES 
� Real-space formalism allows for partially 

periodic boundary conditions 
� Avoids use of large 3D supercells 
� Calculates charged systems without artificial 

compensating charge background 

3D supercell for small molecule 0D “confined” 

PARSEC 

12 
• Solve Kohn-Sham equations on realspace grid 

points without explicit basis function 
• Grid spacing as a convergence parameter

• Less global communication
• Applied to systems with ~20k atoms

Zhou, Saad, Tiago, and Chelikowsky, PRE 74, 066704 (2006)



Generating amorphous structure

• Molecular dynamics simulation using PARSEC
• Simulating melting process

• NVT ensemble molecular dynamics 
• Langevin thermostat
• Obtain randomized (liquid-like) atomic coordinates

• Relax (quench) the structure



Undoped amorphous carbon

Structure (3.4 g/cm3) Radial distribution function

sp2 sp3



Outline
• Magnetism in amorphous carbon

• Superconductivity in B-doped amorphous carbon



Computational method (magnetism)

• 216-atoms supercell 
• Different mass densities from 2.6 to 3.4 g/cm3

• Optimize structure under fixed magnetization for the 
study of magnetism
• Imposing two different Fermi energies for two orientations of 

electron spins
• 0 to 0.4 μB/atom (experimental value)

Study structural and energetic properties as a 
function of mass density and fixed magnetization



Distribution of magnetic moments

• Magnetic moments are mostly at sp2 hybridized (3-fold 
coordinated) carbon sites 

• Unpaired electrons from sp2 hybridized atoms

YUKI SAKAI, JAMES R. CHELIKOWSKY, AND MARVIN L. COHEN PHYSICAL REVIEW MATERIALS 2, 074403 (2018)

FIG. 1. (a) Structure and spin charge density of amorphous carbon
with constrained magnetization of 0.4 µB/atom and density of
3.4 g/cm3. Gray and orange spheres represent fourfold and threefold
coordinated carbon atoms, respectively. Here the bonding threshold
distance between two carbon atoms is 1.8 Å. A green isosurface
illustrates the spin charge density. Schematic illustrations of (b) a
threefold carbon atom surrounded by fourfold atoms and (c) two
threefold atoms bonded but their p orbitals are 90◦ rotated relative to
each other.

The parameters needed for obtaining amorphous carbon
structures are the density and magnetization. The density of
amorphous carbon is adjusted by changing the lattice param-
eter of the cubic supercell. We fix the total magnetic moment
of the system to a specified value as we perform a structural
relaxation. Our constrained magnetization calculations are
performed by imposing two different Fermi energies for spin up
and down electrons as implemented in Quantum ESPRESSO
[38]. We examined 0, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.4 µB/atom for magnetic
constraints.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Dependence on magnetization

Initially we analyzed a specific density case of 3.4 g/cm3

(corresponding to a cubic cell with a lattice parameter of
20.445 bohrs) to observe the effect of magnetic constraints
on the structure of amorphous carbon. Figure 1(a) shows the
relaxed structure and the spin charge density of a 0.4 µB/atom
constrained magnetization case, corresponding to the experi-
mentally measured magnetic moment [18]. Here 44% of car-
bon atoms are threefold coordinated. These threefold carbon
atoms (illustrated by orange spheres) exhibit spin polarization

FIG. 2. Distribution of local magnetic moments at 216 carbon
atomic sites in amorphous carbon (0.4µB/atom and 3.4 g/cm3). Green
and red circles represent threefold and fourfold coordinated carbon
atoms, respectively. The local magnetic moments are estimated based
on the Lowdin charge analysis of spin up and down charge densities.

(green isosurface). Virtually no spin density can be found in
the vicinity of fourfold atoms (illustrated by gray spheres).
Figure 1(a) qualitatively shows that unpaired electrons associ-
ated with threefold coordinated atoms are required to induce
magnetism in amorphous carbon.

In Fig. 1(a) one finds two types of threefold atoms with
unpaired electrons. The first type of threefold atoms are sur-
rounded by three fourfold coordinated atoms as schematically
illustrated in Fig. 1(b). This creates unpaired electrons since
the surrounding fourfold atoms do not have electrons to form
additional bonds with the extra electron at a threefold atom. In
fact, a model with alternating sp2- and sp3-hybridized carbon
atoms was predicted to be ferromagnetic [39]. However, it
has been found that such a structure transforms to a more
stable phase with less magnetic order when fully relaxed using
first-principles methods [40,41]. Such a separation of sp2- and
sp3-hybridized atoms could occur and could be a source of
magnetic moments in amorphous carbon.

The second type of threefold atoms is connected to another
threefold atom, but still possesses unpaired electrons. These
threefold atoms are bonded to each other, but do not form a
π bond because their extra p electrons are not parallel [see
Fig. 1(c)]. Even though we impose a magnetic constraint,
neighboring threefold carbon atoms form a π bond when their
unpaired p electrons align in a parallel geometry and cannot
contribute to the magnetic moment. Therefore, a relative
rotation between two unpaired p electrons is necessary for
having unpaired electrons, although the energy loss due to this
rotation is not negligible as the formation of a π bond lowers
the energy. We expect that these structural characteristics could
be observed in magnetic amorphous carbon.

Figure 2 illustrates the distribution of local magnetic mo-
ments on carbon atomic sites with constraint magnetization of
0.4 µB/atom (i.e., 86.4 µB/cell). The threefold (green) and
fourfold (red) atomic sites show clear separation in their local
moments. On average, the threefold site has approximately
0.8 µB/atom while the moments at fourfold sites are less than
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FIG. 1. (a) Structure and spin charge density of amorphous carbon
with constrained magnetization of 0.4 µB/atom and density of
3.4 g/cm3. Gray and orange spheres represent fourfold and threefold
coordinated carbon atoms, respectively. Here the bonding threshold
distance between two carbon atoms is 1.8 Å. A green isosurface
illustrates the spin charge density. Schematic illustrations of (b) a
threefold carbon atom surrounded by fourfold atoms and (c) two
threefold atoms bonded but their p orbitals are 90◦ rotated relative to
each other.

The parameters needed for obtaining amorphous carbon
structures are the density and magnetization. The density of
amorphous carbon is adjusted by changing the lattice param-
eter of the cubic supercell. We fix the total magnetic moment
of the system to a specified value as we perform a structural
relaxation. Our constrained magnetization calculations are
performed by imposing two different Fermi energies for spin up
and down electrons as implemented in Quantum ESPRESSO
[38]. We examined 0, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.4 µB/atom for magnetic
constraints.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Dependence on magnetization

Initially we analyzed a specific density case of 3.4 g/cm3

(corresponding to a cubic cell with a lattice parameter of
20.445 bohrs) to observe the effect of magnetic constraints
on the structure of amorphous carbon. Figure 1(a) shows the
relaxed structure and the spin charge density of a 0.4 µB/atom
constrained magnetization case, corresponding to the experi-
mentally measured magnetic moment [18]. Here 44% of car-
bon atoms are threefold coordinated. These threefold carbon
atoms (illustrated by orange spheres) exhibit spin polarization

FIG. 2. Distribution of local magnetic moments at 216 carbon
atomic sites in amorphous carbon (0.4µB/atom and 3.4 g/cm3). Green
and red circles represent threefold and fourfold coordinated carbon
atoms, respectively. The local magnetic moments are estimated based
on the Lowdin charge analysis of spin up and down charge densities.

(green isosurface). Virtually no spin density can be found in
the vicinity of fourfold atoms (illustrated by gray spheres).
Figure 1(a) qualitatively shows that unpaired electrons associ-
ated with threefold coordinated atoms are required to induce
magnetism in amorphous carbon.

In Fig. 1(a) one finds two types of threefold atoms with
unpaired electrons. The first type of threefold atoms are sur-
rounded by three fourfold coordinated atoms as schematically
illustrated in Fig. 1(b). This creates unpaired electrons since
the surrounding fourfold atoms do not have electrons to form
additional bonds with the extra electron at a threefold atom. In
fact, a model with alternating sp2- and sp3-hybridized carbon
atoms was predicted to be ferromagnetic [39]. However, it
has been found that such a structure transforms to a more
stable phase with less magnetic order when fully relaxed using
first-principles methods [40,41]. Such a separation of sp2- and
sp3-hybridized atoms could occur and could be a source of
magnetic moments in amorphous carbon.

The second type of threefold atoms is connected to another
threefold atom, but still possesses unpaired electrons. These
threefold atoms are bonded to each other, but do not form a
π bond because their extra p electrons are not parallel [see
Fig. 1(c)]. Even though we impose a magnetic constraint,
neighboring threefold carbon atoms form a π bond when their
unpaired p electrons align in a parallel geometry and cannot
contribute to the magnetic moment. Therefore, a relative
rotation between two unpaired p electrons is necessary for
having unpaired electrons, although the energy loss due to this
rotation is not negligible as the formation of a π bond lowers
the energy. We expect that these structural characteristics could
be observed in magnetic amorphous carbon.

Figure 2 illustrates the distribution of local magnetic mo-
ments on carbon atomic sites with constraint magnetization of
0.4 µB/atom (i.e., 86.4 µB/cell). The threefold (green) and
fourfold (red) atomic sites show clear separation in their local
moments. On average, the threefold site has approximately
0.8 µB/atom while the moments at fourfold sites are less than
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FIG. 3. Structure and spin charge density of amorphous carbon
with constrained magnetization of 0.1 µB/atom. The mass density is
3.4 g/cm3.

0.1 µB/atom. Some threefold sites exhibit small magnetic
moments but these moments are artifacts of our use of a
supercell with a constrained magnetization. The number of
threefold sites is 96 and all the threefold sites cannot have
magnetic moments to retain the imposed total magnetization
of 86.4 µB . Our analysis confirms that unpaired electrons are
required to obtain magnetic amorphous carbon.

We also simulate amorphous carbon with a low constrained
magnetization to study the change in structure. By reducing
the constraint from 0.4 to 0.1 µB/atom, the proportion of
threefold coordinated carbon atoms is reduced from 44% to
19%. The reduction of threefold carbon atoms can be clearly
recognized as the small number of orange spheres in Fig. 3
when compared with those in Fig. 1. The spin charge density
is still distributed around threefold coordinated atoms, but most
of these atoms are surrounded by fourfold carbon atoms owing
to the increase (decrease) in fourfold (threefold) coordination.
The formation of threefold carbon atoms is not favored in
amorphous carbon with such a high density of carbon atoms
[42–44], and the proportion of threefold atoms is reduced as the
constrained magnetization is decreased. In fact, the total energy
is 543 meV/atom higher in the 0.4 µB/atom case compared
with 0.1 µB/atom case, implying the difficulty of the formation
of threefold atoms in high density amorphous carbon.

We compute the radial distribution function to quantitatively
compare the structures of amorphous carbon with several
different constrained magnetization (Fig. 4). At zero mag-
netization (black curve), the peak position is close to the
bond length of diamond (1.54 Å), indicating the dominant sp3

hybridization. The density of 3.4 g/cm3 is slightly smaller than
that of diamond (3.5 g/cm3). Fourfold sp3-like hybridization
is naturally favored in such a high density amorphous carbon.

On the other hand, the peak position of radial distribution
function moves toward the bond length of graphene (1.42 Å)
as we increase the constrained magnetization. The number
of threefold coordinated atoms must increase in order to
have unpaired electrons, which contribute to the magnetism.
The resulting threefold atom proportions of 0, 0.1, 0.2, and
0.4 µB/atom cases are 13%, 19%, 28%, and 44%, respectively.

FIG. 4. Radial distribution functions of 3.4 g/cm3 amorphous car-
bon with different constrained magnetization. Structures are relaxed
under nonmagnetic (black lines) and constrained magnetization of
0.1 (green), 0.2 (blue), and 0.4 µB/atom (red). Two vertical dashed
lines indicate the optimized bond lengths of graphene (1.424 Å) and
diamond (1.540 Å) using the same computational method. The inset
shows the magnified view around the first peak.

The bond length is close to 1.42 Å when a large magnetization
is imposed, again indicating that sp2-like hybridization is
necessary for the realization of spin polarization. The change
in the radial distribution function is not significantly large, but
the first peak should be close to sp2 bonding when amorphous
carbon exhibits sizable amount of magnetic moment.

B. Role of density on magnetization

We consider amorphous carbon with a relatively low den-
sity. Figure 5 shows the structure and spin charge density for
a constrained simulation of a density of 2.6 g/cm3 and a

FIG. 5. Structure and spin charge density of amorphous carbon
(mass density of 2.6 g/cm3) with constrained magnetization of
0.4 µB/atom. Red spheres represent twofold coordinated carbon
atoms.
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FIG. 7. (a) Relative energy as a function of rotation angle of a
p orbital in a molecule constructed from amorphous carbon. Green
and red lines represent antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic phases,
respectively. The energy is measured from the total energy of the
nonmagnetic phase at 0◦. Here 0◦ indicates the original structure
without modification, which appears in the amorphous structure.
Structures and spin charge densities at rotation angles of (b) 60◦ and
(c) 150◦. Gray and white spheres represent carbon and hydrogen
atoms. The structures are not relaxed and the only difference is the
rotation of the p orbital.

order since the spin spontaneously becomes opposite in direc-
tion using a self-consistent calculation, even though we start
the simulation with the same spin direction on each carbon
atom. The distance between two carbon atoms with these two
opposite spins is 2.24 Å. The atoms are separated by two
fourfold coordinated carbon atoms. Here two p orbitals have
a slight overlap with each other, and this is believed to cause
the antiferromagnetic order between the two spins.

To examine possible magnetic order between the opposite
spins, we construct a “molecule” by cutting out the amorphous
structure around the two spins and terminate all dangling
bonds with hydrogen atoms (C-H bond length is adjusted
to 1 Å). This molecule has 286 meV lower energy in the
antiferromagnetic case than in the ferromagnetic case, similar
to the fact that antiferromagnetic order spontaneously occurs
in the amorphous structure. However, the energy difference
changes as we rotate the angle of one p orbital as described
in Fig. 7(a). In general, the antiferromagnetic phase [the green
line in Fig. 7(a)] has lower energy, but the ferromagnetic phase
[the red line in Fig. 7(a)] becomes more stable around 60◦

and 240◦. For example, the energy is 43 meV lower than the
antiferromagnetic case at 60◦. The energy in the ferromagnetic
phase is significantly low around 150◦ and 300◦. This indicates
that the system prefers an antiferromagnetic solution even

when we start the simulation from a ferromagnetic initial
condition. Here the antiferromagnetic phase is in a relatively
low energy state and at local minimum as opposite spin
configuration is favored.

The structure and spin charge densities at the rotation
angles of 60◦ and 150◦ are illustrated in Figs. 7(b) and 7(c).
The two p orbitals are close to orthogonal and the overlap
between the orbitals is limited in the 60◦ case [Fig. 7(b)].
This orbital geometry enables these orbitals to be localized
and ferromagnetic. On the other hand, as we rotate the orbital
by 90◦, two p orbitals are almost in the same plane and have
substantial overlap with each other [Fig. 7(c)]. Because of
this large overlap, the system prefers opposite spin directions.
Although ferromagnetic phases are not in an energy local
minimum with respect to the rotation angle, we expect that such
a geometry could appear and could be a source of magnetism
in amorphous carbon synthesized in an extreme condition.

IV. SUMMARY

In summary, our first-principles MD with constrained mag-
netization demonstrates that unpaired electrons in threefold
sp2-hybridized carbon atoms are necessary for producing
magnetic behavior in amorphous carbon. These threefold
coordinated carbon atoms should be isolated by fourfold
carbon atoms or should have 90◦ rotated p orbitals when
bonded to threefold atoms, to retain unpaired electrons. We
also show that p orbitals at threefold atoms in the former
case can exhibit ferromagnetic (antiferromagnetic) order in
amorphous carbon when they are close and orthogonal (in the
same plane) to each other. Our findings impose limitations on
magnetically constrained amorphous carbon. Structures with
large magnetic moments are energetically unfavorable when
compared with nonmagnetic structures. Our results also indi-
cate that a large magnetic moment requires a large proportion of
sp2-hybridized atoms. This is not consistent with the observed
coexistence of a high sp3 proportion and a large magnetic
moment in Q-carbon. To achieve the reported magnetization
in Q-carbon, a special disordered carbon structure outside
a merely random distribution of carbon atoms should be
considered.
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FIG. 7. (a) Relative energy as a function of rotation angle of a
p orbital in a molecule constructed from amorphous carbon. Green
and red lines represent antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic phases,
respectively. The energy is measured from the total energy of the
nonmagnetic phase at 0◦. Here 0◦ indicates the original structure
without modification, which appears in the amorphous structure.
Structures and spin charge densities at rotation angles of (b) 60◦ and
(c) 150◦. Gray and white spheres represent carbon and hydrogen
atoms. The structures are not relaxed and the only difference is the
rotation of the p orbital.

order since the spin spontaneously becomes opposite in direc-
tion using a self-consistent calculation, even though we start
the simulation with the same spin direction on each carbon
atom. The distance between two carbon atoms with these two
opposite spins is 2.24 Å. The atoms are separated by two
fourfold coordinated carbon atoms. Here two p orbitals have
a slight overlap with each other, and this is believed to cause
the antiferromagnetic order between the two spins.

To examine possible magnetic order between the opposite
spins, we construct a “molecule” by cutting out the amorphous
structure around the two spins and terminate all dangling
bonds with hydrogen atoms (C-H bond length is adjusted
to 1 Å). This molecule has 286 meV lower energy in the
antiferromagnetic case than in the ferromagnetic case, similar
to the fact that antiferromagnetic order spontaneously occurs
in the amorphous structure. However, the energy difference
changes as we rotate the angle of one p orbital as described
in Fig. 7(a). In general, the antiferromagnetic phase [the green
line in Fig. 7(a)] has lower energy, but the ferromagnetic phase
[the red line in Fig. 7(a)] becomes more stable around 60◦

and 240◦. For example, the energy is 43 meV lower than the
antiferromagnetic case at 60◦. The energy in the ferromagnetic
phase is significantly low around 150◦ and 300◦. This indicates
that the system prefers an antiferromagnetic solution even

when we start the simulation from a ferromagnetic initial
condition. Here the antiferromagnetic phase is in a relatively
low energy state and at local minimum as opposite spin
configuration is favored.

The structure and spin charge densities at the rotation
angles of 60◦ and 150◦ are illustrated in Figs. 7(b) and 7(c).
The two p orbitals are close to orthogonal and the overlap
between the orbitals is limited in the 60◦ case [Fig. 7(b)].
This orbital geometry enables these orbitals to be localized
and ferromagnetic. On the other hand, as we rotate the orbital
by 90◦, two p orbitals are almost in the same plane and have
substantial overlap with each other [Fig. 7(c)]. Because of
this large overlap, the system prefers opposite spin directions.
Although ferromagnetic phases are not in an energy local
minimum with respect to the rotation angle, we expect that such
a geometry could appear and could be a source of magnetism
in amorphous carbon synthesized in an extreme condition.

IV. SUMMARY

In summary, our first-principles MD with constrained mag-
netization demonstrates that unpaired electrons in threefold
sp2-hybridized carbon atoms are necessary for producing
magnetic behavior in amorphous carbon. These threefold
coordinated carbon atoms should be isolated by fourfold
carbon atoms or should have 90◦ rotated p orbitals when
bonded to threefold atoms, to retain unpaired electrons. We
also show that p orbitals at threefold atoms in the former
case can exhibit ferromagnetic (antiferromagnetic) order in
amorphous carbon when they are close and orthogonal (in the
same plane) to each other. Our findings impose limitations on
magnetically constrained amorphous carbon. Structures with
large magnetic moments are energetically unfavorable when
compared with nonmagnetic structures. Our results also indi-
cate that a large magnetic moment requires a large proportion of
sp2-hybridized atoms. This is not consistent with the observed
coexistence of a high sp3 proportion and a large magnetic
moment in Q-carbon. To achieve the reported magnetization
in Q-carbon, a special disordered carbon structure outside
a merely random distribution of carbon atoms should be
considered.
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FIG. 7. (a) Relative energy as a function of rotation angle of a
p orbital in a molecule constructed from amorphous carbon. Green
and red lines represent antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic phases,
respectively. The energy is measured from the total energy of the
nonmagnetic phase at 0◦. Here 0◦ indicates the original structure
without modification, which appears in the amorphous structure.
Structures and spin charge densities at rotation angles of (b) 60◦ and
(c) 150◦. Gray and white spheres represent carbon and hydrogen
atoms. The structures are not relaxed and the only difference is the
rotation of the p orbital.

order since the spin spontaneously becomes opposite in direc-
tion using a self-consistent calculation, even though we start
the simulation with the same spin direction on each carbon
atom. The distance between two carbon atoms with these two
opposite spins is 2.24 Å. The atoms are separated by two
fourfold coordinated carbon atoms. Here two p orbitals have
a slight overlap with each other, and this is believed to cause
the antiferromagnetic order between the two spins.

To examine possible magnetic order between the opposite
spins, we construct a “molecule” by cutting out the amorphous
structure around the two spins and terminate all dangling
bonds with hydrogen atoms (C-H bond length is adjusted
to 1 Å). This molecule has 286 meV lower energy in the
antiferromagnetic case than in the ferromagnetic case, similar
to the fact that antiferromagnetic order spontaneously occurs
in the amorphous structure. However, the energy difference
changes as we rotate the angle of one p orbital as described
in Fig. 7(a). In general, the antiferromagnetic phase [the green
line in Fig. 7(a)] has lower energy, but the ferromagnetic phase
[the red line in Fig. 7(a)] becomes more stable around 60◦

and 240◦. For example, the energy is 43 meV lower than the
antiferromagnetic case at 60◦. The energy in the ferromagnetic
phase is significantly low around 150◦ and 300◦. This indicates
that the system prefers an antiferromagnetic solution even

when we start the simulation from a ferromagnetic initial
condition. Here the antiferromagnetic phase is in a relatively
low energy state and at local minimum as opposite spin
configuration is favored.

The structure and spin charge densities at the rotation
angles of 60◦ and 150◦ are illustrated in Figs. 7(b) and 7(c).
The two p orbitals are close to orthogonal and the overlap
between the orbitals is limited in the 60◦ case [Fig. 7(b)].
This orbital geometry enables these orbitals to be localized
and ferromagnetic. On the other hand, as we rotate the orbital
by 90◦, two p orbitals are almost in the same plane and have
substantial overlap with each other [Fig. 7(c)]. Because of
this large overlap, the system prefers opposite spin directions.
Although ferromagnetic phases are not in an energy local
minimum with respect to the rotation angle, we expect that such
a geometry could appear and could be a source of magnetism
in amorphous carbon synthesized in an extreme condition.

IV. SUMMARY

In summary, our first-principles MD with constrained mag-
netization demonstrates that unpaired electrons in threefold
sp2-hybridized carbon atoms are necessary for producing
magnetic behavior in amorphous carbon. These threefold
coordinated carbon atoms should be isolated by fourfold
carbon atoms or should have 90◦ rotated p orbitals when
bonded to threefold atoms, to retain unpaired electrons. We
also show that p orbitals at threefold atoms in the former
case can exhibit ferromagnetic (antiferromagnetic) order in
amorphous carbon when they are close and orthogonal (in the
same plane) to each other. Our findings impose limitations on
magnetically constrained amorphous carbon. Structures with
large magnetic moments are energetically unfavorable when
compared with nonmagnetic structures. Our results also indi-
cate that a large magnetic moment requires a large proportion of
sp2-hybridized atoms. This is not consistent with the observed
coexistence of a high sp3 proportion and a large magnetic
moment in Q-carbon. To achieve the reported magnetization
in Q-carbon, a special disordered carbon structure outside
a merely random distribution of carbon atoms should be
considered.
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Summary
• Magnetism in amorphous carbon
• Importance of sp2-hybridized atoms

• High energy in experimental magnetization

• Small magnetization is possible

• Superconductivity in B-doped amorphous carbon

Y. Sakai, J. R. Chelikowsky, and M. L. Cohen, Phys. Rev. Mater. 2, 074403 (2018)



Computational method (superconductivity)

• 64-atoms supercell

• Up to 12.5 % boron doping (8 of 64 atoms)

• Substitutional B doping one by one

• Density functional perturbation theory for phonon 

modes and electron-phonon coupling constant

• Allen-Dynes equation for Tc estimation (μ* of 0.12)
using Allen-Dynes modified version of McMillan equation

Tc =
ωlog
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exp

!

−1.04(1 + λ)

λ(1− 0.62µ∗)− µ∗
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, (1)

with an effective Coulomb repulsion parameter µ∗ of 0.12 [29]. Here ωlog is the logarithmic

average of phonon frequency defined by
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III. INITIAL AMORPHOUS STRUCTURE AND BORON SUBSTITUTION

Generating amorphous structures from a boron-carbon mixture generally fails to obtain

shallow acceptor states and results in deep localized states [13]. A more reliable method to

obtain shallow acceptor states is first preparing an initial undoped amorphous structure and

then replacing carbon atoms with boron atoms. We select two initial amorphous carbon

structures with different electronic structures for each density to consider the effect of the

initial condition. Here one initial structure has less localized states, which is generally ideal

for the superconductivity. The other structure has non-ideal electronic structure where

several deep localized states already exist without boron doping.

The two leftmost data sets in Fig. 1 show the Kohn-Sham energy eigenvalues around

the highest occupied (128th) state of two undoped amorphous carbon structures. The data

labeled as “Localized” exhibits four (from 125 to 128th) states with localized nature. The

third highest occupied states (blue squares) have 1.5 eV above the reference energy [we take

the mean value (ϵ̄) of 120th eigenvalues at eight k points on a 2×2×2 grid as this reference].

Thus this initial structure should not be ideal for obtaining shallow acceptor states. On

the other hand, the second highest energy states of the data labeled ”0” is less than 1.5 eV

and only the highest energy state is localized. This electronic structure should be a more

suitable starting point for the superconductivity.

A substitutional boron doping to amorphous carbon typically results in a complicated

structural modification around the substitutional site. The resultant electronic structure

strongly depends on the substitutional sites. We choose carbon sites for boron doping so

that the number of localized states created are as small as possible. This is achieved by

selecting the electronic states close to the Fermi energy to be as low as possible measured

from a reference energy. In addition, impurity states should also have overlap with the

4



Engineering electronic density of states

21

By doping boron atoms, shift the Fermi energy toward 
valence band without creating localized (deep) impurity states

Ideal

Undesirable



Evolution of electronic structure

• One by one substitutional B doping to avoid creating localized 
defect levels

• Choose substitutional site not by low total energy, but 
electronic properties



Eliashberg spectral function
6.25 % doped

12.5 % doped

λ = 0.64
Tc = 13 K

λ = 0.89
Tc = 34 K

Increased electron-phonon coupling strength 
in entire frequency range upon B doping

Supplemental Material 
 
I. Details of first-principles DFT calculations 
     We first determine the structure of amorphous carbon system using a real-space 
density functional theory code PARSEC [1]. A real-space grid spacing of 0.3 bohr (1 bohr 
= 0.52918 �) and A 2×2×2 and 8×8×8 k-grid is used for structural relaxation and 
density of states calculations, respectively. The molecular dynamics simulation is done 
with Langevin thermostat, a friction coefficient of 10-3 a.u., and a time step of 1 fs is used. 
The carbon atoms are initially arranged in a diamond lattice, and we instantaneously heat 
up the temperature of the simulation cell to 7500~K to break down the diamond lattice. 
Then we perform MD simulations in NVT ensemble using a Langevin thermostat for 2 ps 
at 7500 K and obtain randomized carbon atomic coordinates. For the quench (relaxation) 
of randomized coordinates, we use 10-4 Ry/bohr as the criterion for the convergence of the 
force. 
     We compute the electron-phonon coupling and superconducting properties using the 
method as implemented in the plane-wave DFT package Quantum ESPRESSO [2] within 
density functional perturbation theory. First we compute the phonon frequencies $%,' and 
the electron-phonon linewidth (%,'  on a q-grid in the first Brillouin zone. Here ) 
represents phonon branch. The q point used in this work is mostly the Γ point only. The 
electron-phonon linewidth is given by an integration over Brillouin zone with respect to 
electronic k-grid: 

(%,' = 2,$%,'
-./
Ω 1%,'(3, 4, 5)7(8%,9 − ;<)7(8%=3,9 − ;<)

9,>
, 

where i and j represent band indices and 8%,9 is the eigenvalue energy of i-th state for a 
specific q point. The function 1%,' 3, 4, 5  is the squared electron-phonon coefficient and 
;< is the Fermi energy. The electron-phonon coupling strength ?%,' for each q point and 
branch ) is given by 

?%,' =
(%,'

,ℏA(;<)$%,'B
. 

The Eliashberg spectral function DBE($) is  

DBE($) = 1
2 $%,'?%,'
%,'

7($ − $%,'). 

By taking the summation of ?%,', we obtain the electron-phonon coupling constant ?: 

? = 2 DBE($)
$ -$ = ?%,'

%,'
. 

Experimental
17 % doped
Tc = 36 K



Density of states in 12.5% B-doped case

Total
2.5 g/cm3

3.5 g/cm3

sp2

sp3

DOS coming from different components 
depending on mass densities



Eliashberg spectral function

3.5 g/cm3

2.5 g/cm3

λ=0.68, Tc=11.6 K (DOS at EF = 87)
λ=1.00, Tc=32.1 K (DOS at EF = 70)

Importance of carrier contribution from sp3 atoms



Summary
• Magnetism in amorphous carbon
• Importance of sp2-hybridized atoms

• High energy in experimental magnetization

• Small magnetization is possible

• Superconductivity in B-doped amorphous carbon
• sp3-hybridized atoms are more important 

• Not inconsistent with experimental studies

Y. Sakai, J. R. Chelikowsky, and M. L. Cohen, Phys. Rev. B 97, 054501 (2018)
Y. Sakai, J. R. Chelikowsky, and M. L. Cohen, Phys. Rev. Mater. 2, 074403 (2018)

Atomic coordination plays an important role
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